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Developing Army Acquisition Officers for the 21st Century
We are developing today the Joint Force our Nation will need in 2020. Keeping our military the best led, trained, and equipped in the world is a non-negotiable imperative. Doing so during a period of fiscal constraint will be hard. I am determined to build a responsive Joint Force that preserves options for our Nation.
-Gen Martin E. Dempsey Completion of the entire DAU program management curriculum may take years depending on limited course availability and career timeline but ultimately, it provides the workforce member with the high level exposure to technical theory required to be an acquisition corps member and serve as a program manager. The AACoE is a centralized training, education, and career development school for Army acquisition officers, noncommissioned officers, and Department of the Army civilians. This facility centralizes Army institutional training, education, and career development courses for the acquisition, logistics, and technology workforce and improves the effectiveness of leader development efforts while increasing acquisition synergy." testing, and discussion panels with currently serving Army acquisition senior leaders. 14 The concept of each proposed expansion is teaching program management students real world skills while providing them a venue to make the leap from receiving theory to fully understanding and applying it in practice.
The final option available for Army program management functional training is the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS), at Monterrey, California. The NPS curriculum spans in duration from 18 months for resident students (predominantly military) to 24 months for the distance-learning students (predominantly DoD Civilians). "The Acquisition Management Curricula are designed to develop the knowledge, skills and competencies necessary to effectively lead the acquisition workforce and efficiently manage the resources allocated to the acquisition process. The curricula focus on problem solving and decision-making in a variety of acquisition situations demanding critical thinking and a balanced approach in the application of theory and practical solutions." 15 As with the AACoE, and most universities, the NPS offers several specific educational tracks.
NPS curricula initial focus includes completion of the entire DAU battery of functional training courses plus additional functional training in related areas, such as testing, budgeting, and cost estimation. The remainder of the NPS course work spans six academic quarters and provides the program management student with detailed study in one of eleven acquisition related disciplines. 16 Various writing assignments, projects, seminars, exercises, and labs provide students with detailed exposure to acquisition-specific theory and practices. This allows NPS students the chance to employ program management theories in practical scenarios, and employ critical thinking to develop potential solutions. As a result, graduating students possess a deep understanding of how to practically execute the theories of acquisition and are prepared to successfully develop their individual skill sets on the job while learning to lead acquisition programs in the future.
Each functional training venue available to the Army's acquisition workforce offers specific value to the student and to the Army as a whole. The core competency of universities is education. DAU is a training organization. Our, DAU's, faculty is comprised of experienced practitioners, with expertise in training methods. Let us not confuse education and training. We do not want our workforce trained by academics whose focus is theory and research. We need our universities to educate our workforce in the theories and studies of business and engineering to prepare them for our training. careers. 19 The Army recoups the significant fiscal and temporal investment in educating these students at the NPS via extended presence and competence within their respective program management jobs. 20 Furthermore, attending the NPS reduces graduate absenteeism due to the pursuit of further functional training and formalized education.
Lack of comprehensive formal collegiate educational requirements for the Army's program managers represents a challenge. As the Army deals with sequestration and fiscal constraint, ever increasing scrutiny will be paid to programmatic and capability portfolio cost, schedule, and performance requirements. The LCMC concept requires today's program managers possess exceptional technical expertise but also implies mastery of critical thinking skills to address creatively and succinctly the myriad problems that jeopardize procurement of today's capability portfolios. DAWIA allows military departments to impose additional service specific eligibility requirements for critical positions. 21 As such, the Army must consider imposing mandatory formal collegiate educational requirements on the acquisition program managers. Additionally, the Army must explore institutionalizing the NPS approach combining acquisition functional training and formal collegiate education to exploit the mutually supportive benefits rendered graduates. The resulting technically superior and critically thinking graduate would make a program manager capable of meeting the LCMC management and oversight challenges.
Experience
Functional training and formal education (or lack thereof) represents two legs of the three-legged stool depicting DAWIA's certification requirements. Functional training and formal education serve as the foundational legs on which a program manager develops their third leg experience (see Figure 3) . The Army must incorporate formal education requirements to address acquisition program manager shortcomings in technical theory, critical thinking, and problem solving. DAWIA provides services the flexibility to adjust internal requirements. 29 As such, the Army must modify program management educational requirements to include undergraduate degrees for entrance into the program management career field.
Specifically, Army program management formal education requirements should stipulate undergraduate degrees in acquisition-related disciplines such as Engineering
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(e.g. mechanical, industrial, and software), Business Administration, Finance, Information Technology or similar fields of study correlating to the business enterprise.
Additionally, if accessed into the acquisition workforce without a degree or with a degree in another academic discipline, acceptance into the Army's acquisition corps and assignment to a CAP, KLP, or Central Select List program management positions must be contingent upon completion of a graduate level degree in a discipline similar to those previously described. DAWIA's intent is to ensure that those personnel managing critical developmental programs and procurement efforts are the best trained and highest skilled to avoid wasting valuable resources and programmatic failure. By incorporating strict formalized collegiate education requirements, the Army will do much to ensure that the best and brightest are selected to lead and manage its programs.
The Army cannot leverage this mandate without identifying a methodology for current and future program managers to achieve this level of academic rigor. The Army must consider expanding its presence and throughput to the NPS either by increasing its resident student quotas or by exploring the NPS nonresident option over attendance of DAU. This would require increasing the number of Army faculty and administrators available to the NPS to offset an increase in students. The Army must be willing to share this burden.
A secondary option is a detailed review and restructuring of the AACoE curricula Additionally, the Army must press OUSD AT&L for a linkage between AQS qualifications and existing DAWIA certification requirements or AQS risks abandonment.
Conclusion
The Army faces dramatic fiscal challenges in the very near future. Doubtless, these challenges will have devastating, long lasting impacts on the Army in general, and 27 Army procurement efforts. These challenges are not insurmountable. Adopting a holistic approach to program manager professional development as described represents a divergent paradigm from historic Army developmental methodology. It starts with standardizing the approach to functional training, requiring formalized collegiate education, and building quality career experience.
The Army can and must address career educational requirements for its program managers, as it will only increase their proficiency, competency, and overall The Army must address the multiple challenges regarding dwindling resources.
As the Army develops plans to overcome the challenges of fiscal restraint, it must also examine the deficiencies in program manager professional development. The Army has the ways and means available to address the critical shortfalls in program manager development. It must do so now or it will surely see the result as it struggles to refurbish equipment fleets devastated by over a decade of war and develop future capabilities.
The Army is at a fiscal crossroads. Training our soldiers is essential to their success and survival on the battlefield. Training our program managers may prove essential to
